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One is reminded of God's word to Jonah, "Arise, go to
Nineveh, that great city . . ." Instead of fleeing to Tarshish
we flee elsewhere—to the suburbs, to Africa.
The writer raises some perceptive questions and asks us
to examine our Christian dedication in light of the urban
need so close at hand and our present practice.
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Ralph Earle
This reprinted article caught my attention in God's
Revivalist where it appeared as a reprint from the Herald of
Holiness, the denominational publication of the Church of
the Nazarene. The author is Professor of New Testament,
Nazarene Seminary. The title "clicked" since I have had on
the "back burner" an editorial entitled "Wholly Holy."
This reprint has a similar concern. I may still do an
editorial.
Silence
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The Other Side from which magazine this article is
taken, is a relatively new magazine which relates to social
conditions from an evangelical and biblical perspective. It is
one of the prophetic voices of our day.
This reprint speaks to the silence of the silent majority
of evangelicals who prefer to remain silent against social
and economic injustices although they may be vocal enough
against other sins.
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John R. Sider
A photo study of life among the Uraons, an aboriginal
tribe living in Bihar province. This article extends through
pages 9 and 10.
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at Macha.
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diverse in many respects? The author suggests one.
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Evangelism is a Four Letter Word
Jim Fairfield
It is the writer's contention that many youth are turned
off by our traditional pattern of evangelism. His other
position is that they are very serious about following Christ.
He writes this article against the background of the
approaching Probe '72 consultation on evangelism.
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Harvey Sider
An account such as this does four things for me: I give
thanks that we are able to practice our faith without fear of
persecution. I am moved to pray for those who suffer for
their faith. I ask myself if I would be willing to suffer as did
the new convert in this article. And I wonder!
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Editorial
Shall the Christian College Die?
So serious is the plight of the Christian colleges
today that nothing short of a great outpouring of
support can save numbers of them from extinction.
The situation compels not only attention but
action. Colleges and schools—for secondary as well
as higher Christian education is in jeopardy—that
are fighting for survival cannot wait for increased
government aid, which may, if it comes, be too
little and too late. They must have help now and in
immediately succeeding years.
According to an estimate by Dr. John A.
Mackay (Christianity Today, May 27, 1966), a
quarter to a third of the members of conciliar
churches are conservative evangelicals. These millions of Christians are no strangers to God's
material blessings. They have their share of the
national wealth; they can, if they respond prayerfully and sacrificially, help Christian education
weather the present storm.
The Bible speaks to every age and every situation. A word from God for the educational crisis
comes from Haggai 1:3—"Is it a time for you
yourselves to dwell in your paneled houses, while
this house lies in ruins?" In the prophet's day,
God's people after returning to Jerusalem from

exile had been building luxurious homes for
themselves instead of rebuilding the temple. God
challenged them on the issue of priority. And
today the evangelical public must reorder its
priorities in respect to Christian education.
We speak with admiration and reverence of our
Pilgrim forebears. When they came to New England
they had their priorities right; one of the things
they did early in the history of the colony was to
begin a college for training an educated ministry.
If we let our colleges and schools wither and die,
the whole Christian enterprise will suffer calamitously. Without question evangelical private education has been the major source of personnel for
mission's abroad and for God's work at home. And
much of the Christian leadership among laymen
has come from the same source. No Christian may
contemplate with equanimity the possible demise
of a sizable portion of the evangelical colleges and
schools in America.
For God's people, a need constitutes a call. Our
colleges and schools are in great need. Let our
answer combine prayer with open-handed giving.

An Editorial in Christianity Today, May 21, 1971.
Reprinted by permission.

More Important Than Evangelism
More important even than evangelism is God's
desire to produce through the Holy Spirit the very
life of Christ in us. He wants to express His nature
through us. Paul says that God's purpose for him,
even before he was born, was to reveal His Son in
him. This is God's first desire for all of us.
Evangelism then becomes a natural and normal
part of our lives since we are indwelt by the Spirit
of Christ. Is is now Christ loving and revealing
Himself through us. As every moment of Christ's
life was the expression of the life and love of God,
so God intends that every moment of our lives we
express the life and love of Christ.
In his recent book The Quiet Revolution, Gary
Henley speaks of loving men to Christ and points
out that evangelism is not something you do, but
something you are if you are living the life of
Christ. Evangelism-is life. In writing about the early
church Henley says: "It never even occurred to
them to invite people to the meetings at church to
July 10, 1971

hear the good news. That would have violated two
other basic principles of the Christian life: (1) that
the Spirit of God is always within the Christian
equipping him for ministry wherever he is and (2)
that the gatherings of the church were family
meetings intended for believers only, where each
could share in liberty with his brothers and sisters
in the Lord.
"In our day, many have resorted to inviting their
neighbors to church because they have not experienced the Spirit of God coming upon them in
power. . . .
"Have you ever stopped to think that when a
believer attempts to evangelize his neighbor by
inviting him to church, he is in effect saying,
'Neighbor, you desperately need spiritual life. But I
have none to give, so you'll have to come with me
to someone who does.' "

An editorial in the Gospel Herald John M. Drescher, editor.
Used by permission.

URBAN CRISIS:
Test of Our Missionary C§
Do you agree with the title? Perhaps you never stated it
that way. But let's come to grips with it. For a denomination that generally prides itself in its missionary concern,
we have not experienced much of a rush on the cities of the
USA or Canada.
Ralph R. Covell, from whom the title is borrowed, wrote
in the October 1969 World Vision Magazine, "Mission that
does not begin at home does not begin. It is a sham, and it
is time we see it as exactly this."
There is an urban crisis in America. It has not gone away
since 1969. We may be getting used to observing it on our
TV's, and living with it (from the security of our suburban
sanctuaries) as the years pass, but the crisis has not passed.
More than ever before there is a crying need for missionaries who will go to the city and live Christ among the
people whom they seek to win.
"The urban crisis may be God's provision to the church
to test our integrity, to force us to be honest and to keep us
from congratulating ourselves for a ministry abroad that we
are loathe to practice at home," wrote Covell. If God is
indeed giving the church, including the Brethren in Christ,
such a pointed test of integrity, what kind of response is
called for? Several things will surely be necessary, touching
every Brethren in Christ person in North America.
1. We will have to experience a reformation of attitudes
toward the urban crisis. The widespread, secular attitude
that "they are getting what's coming to them," meaning
that the poor, the oppressed, and the blacks started burning
and looting, and now they are being judged for it in the
form of a rising crime rate, etc., will have to be abandoned
in favor of something closer the truth. While it is true that
men reap what they sow, it is false to believe that the poor,
the oppressed, and the blacks have been in control of the
sowing in the history of American cities. The drills and the
planters (to use rural symbols) have been in the hands of
those who have had money and power.
,
Thus, the starting point in assessing the present harvest
of anger, fear, and violence in American cities is most likely
not the sins of adultery, drunkenness, or sloth of the poor.
The starting point is rather the sins of covetousness,
partiality, race prejudice, and greed for power that have
been more characteristic of the rich. As Ralph Covell put it:
Are wc prepared to call a spade a spade? Is sin truly sin
whether it manifests itself as adultery, drunkenness, racial
prejudice, unwarranted profit from illegal housing conditions,
inferior quality of education or unfair employment practices?
All are a stench to God. All are a violation of His holiness. All
are subject to the judgment coming as part of "the wages of
sin." . . . And yet, we only talk about some of them. The
others are an evangelical taboo and cause our theology to be
suspect.

The sins most responsible for the present urban crisis have
traveled in respectable society under neckties and clean
shaven faces.
2. We will have to evaluate the priorities of our missions
budgeting. Against the glamor of sending our dollars across
the ocean we will have to weigh the urgency of sending our
dollars across the tracks. We have thought that hospital care
and educational opportunities are human needs to which
the church should respond in Africa and India. We are now
being asked to entertain the thought that those who have
been denied these human necessities in America may also
4
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have a claim on the resources of the church. It is not easy
to get our heads turned around to thinking this way
because we have grown up believing that somehow human
need across the ocean is genuine need, and human need in
America is contrived or put on.
In this we are, of course, very much children of our
society. The great American dream machine has programmed us to know that anybody who tries can make it in
America. Unfortunately, few of us have had the experience
of trying inside of a black skin or from circumstances of
poverty without so much as a single friend with money or
position. So we are conformed to the world in our thinking
about poverty and progress in America, vaguely aware of
the rags to riches story of George Washington Carver, and
generally contemptuous of the poor man named Lazarus
who lay at the gate of a rich man clothed in purple and fine
linen.
Missions giving toward the needs of urban America
might support some rather untraditional approaches to
Christian ministry. It is likely, for example, that the
church's ministry in the city should invest more in building
or maintaining decent homes for Christian people, than in
building a house for God, who doesn't need one. The
church in the city should no doubt maintain a sizeable poor
fund for church members, the sort of enterprize for which
the Apostle Paul jeopardized his life and freedom by
returning to Jerusalem (I Cor. 16:14; Romans 15:25-28;
Acts 21:10-14). The Christian education fund would
certainly want to purchase subscriptions to the best
Christian periodicals for all church homes, so that the
people would not perish for lack of knowledge of God's
truth for our time because they could not afford it. There
should be money for Christian camps and vacations and
conferences for the poor in the church as well as the
self-sufficient, so that the "breathers" which now sustain
the "haves" might also renew life for the "have-nots."
Prodded as we are by the overwhelming history of failure
by traditional churches in urban America and the grim
prospect of worse to come, we might fear some things even
more than breaking tradition as we walk with Jesus into the
future of Christian living in the city.
to page eleven
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Ralph Earle
Ultimately there are only two alternatives for any
individual; fulfillment or frustration.
The sense of frustration is actually one of the chief
reasons for the rash of riots and demonstrations with which
we have been plagued in recent years. The only working
solution to this problem will be in a sense of fulfillment.
How and where can we find this? Paul gives the answer
in Colossians 2:10, "Ye are complete in him." A more
accurate translation would be: "In Him you have been
brought to fulfillment."
To understand this statement we must look at the
previous verse. There Paul writes of Christ: "In him
dwelleth all the fulness of the Godhead bodily."
The Greek word for "fulness" is pleroma. The term
translated "complete" is pepleromenoi. This obvious connection in the Greek is lost in our common English version.
But it is actually the whole point of the passage. Because all
the fulness of deity dwells in Christ, we can find our
fullness in Him, and in Him alone.
Not only in society but even in the church there are
three types of people: fractured persons, fractional persons,
and fulfilled persons. Let's take a look at each of them.
Fractured Persons. In the complexity and confusion of
modern living the most prevalent disease of human personality is schizophrenia. Most people are afflicted with it,
at least in a measure. The only difference between them
and the patients in mental institutions is that they have
learned how to keep functioning in society. But often that
functioning falls short of real living.
The original fracture took place in man's fall. Man was
created perfect. God pronounced him "very good." But
when Adam defied God's law he divided his own loyalty.
Ever since then men have had to live with split personalities. Paul describes the situation graphically in Romans
7:22, 23, "For I delight in the law of God after the inward
man: but I see another law in my members, warring against
the law of my mind, and bringing me into captivity to the
law of sin which is in my members."
The apostle diagnoses the disease he had before his
conversion as schizophrenia. There were two laws, or
principles, working within him. One urged him to obey
God, the other to disobey.
This fracture is not entirely healed in regeneration. After
the new Christ nature comes in, the old carnal nature yet
remains. This becomes the cause of frequent conflict. The
new Christian finds himself still a fractured person.
What is the remedy? The answer is: Christ. Only as we
place ourselves fully in Him in complete consecration can
we be delivered from division. Then, and not until then, can
we love God with all our heart, soul, mind, and strength.
July 10, 1971

Once divided, we are now united in Him.
Holiness heals the divided heart. When we are wholly in
Christ, we become whole men in Him.
Fractional Persons. In the church, and even among those
professing perfect love, there are many who live fractionally. They do not live life at the full.
The potential of the Spirit-filled life is staggering. Paul
desired that the Ephesian Christians might be "filled with
all the fulness of God."
There is a sense in which all of us fall short of the full
life, and always will while on earth. But we are particularly
concerned with those who are careless and casual about
their high calling. Through indifference and thoughtlessness
they are content to live far below their privileges in Christ
Jesus. Instead of seeking to let Him live His life increasingly
in them day by day, they actually retrogress. With them life
is fractional; with Paul it was full.
The fault lies in our failure to understand the implications of our profession. The Holy Spirit is a Person. When
He resides in His fullness in our personalities it is His intent
to guide us, to empower us, and at all times to keep us fully
committed to Christ. This means more than obedience to
principles, to say nothing of obedience to prohibitions. It
means loyalty to a Person.
The unsanctified person cannot give this full loyalty to
Christ. For in a very real sense he has a divided self. Only
when the Holy Spirit has cleansed our hearts from every
seed of rebellion can we live in full loyalty to our Lord.
But this experience within must be worked out in all its
implications for daily living. It means that each day we
commit ourselves afresh to Christ to do His will. It means
that every moment we live in full submission to His
lordship. And it means that we must let Him live in us His
life of compassionate, redeeming love. To fail to do this is
to live as fractional persons.
Fulfilled Persons. We note again the combination of
verses 9 and 10, "In Him dwells all the fulness . . . You are
brought to fulness in Him." As Lightfoot aptly says, "Your
fulness comes from His fulness."
Outside of Christ there is always frustration. In Christ
there is fulfillment. But how can we experience this as we
should?
The secret is in identifying ourselves with Christ. We are
always weak and imperfect in ourselves. It is only in Him
that we can live life as God intended we should.
The sanctified life is the Christ life. We cannot live it by
any dint of our own efforts, but only by letting Him live
His life in us by His indwelling Spirit. This spells fulfillment.
-Herald of Holiness

S I L E N C E
Ann Stewart
It was a quiet summer day in a small
Mississippi town. Mother was sleeping
late that morning when a car began
honking loudly and persistently in front
of our house. Mother, very much
annoyed went to the door. Before she
could speak, a man sitting in his car
raised a revolver and squeezed the trigger. The quiet of the day, of the
summer, of our lives, was irrevocably
shattered.
Mother was shot because she had
never learned to be quiet. A black
woman who taught black children was
expected to teach them to be humble,
obedient, and unquestioning of a society which kept them as poor, as ignorant, and as spiritless as terrorism and
economic blackmail could manage. Instead, she taught them that they were
human, "as good as the next man." But
following the 1954 Supreme Court decision to desegregate schools, an all out
effort was being made to insure the
perpetuation of the status quo. Mother
was considered a threat.
We were surrounded by silence that
summer. The hospital corridors were
quiet as we waited, finally to learn that
Mother would be well. My father was
silent, heavy with the realization that
his manhood did not include the right
to protect his family. The law enforcement apparatus was quiet, except to
suggest that we should not press
charges. The black church quietly and
patiently looked forward to a world
where these things did not happen, and
the white church was just quiet.
Fifteen years later I am still trying to
answer all the questions that were posed
by that summer. Why was there no
outrage, no outcry? Where were the
people of God? Had they not read the
condemnation of Isaiah 59:4? "None
calleth for justice, nor any pleadeth for
truth." Had not the church, like the
Pharisees, transgressed the commandments of God by their traditions? Why
was there no outrage, no outcry?
In the years that followed I learned
to answer these questions in a number
of ways. First I learned the historical
reasons, then the sociological reasons,
then the psychological reasons. But
these explanations were insufficient
since my understanding of the Bible
suggested that the people of God were a
people apart from the world (Rom.

12:1-2). In the world I expected to find
evil and those who compromised with
that evil, but the people of God had
been told: "Whosoever therefore will be
a friend of the world is the enemy of
God" (Jas. 4:4).
Silence is compromise with evil. The
Christian church has shown that it
understands this concept by its frequent
use of the phrase, "sin of omission."
Silence is to take a position; it is to
support the status quo. With the silent
help of the people of God in the town
where I grew up, my family's little
drama has been reenacted over and over
again, with variety only in the particulars. With the silent support of the
people of God, black young people have
grown up, isolated in their own communities, with resentments that have
twisted their perceptions and their personalities. Because of the silent support
of evil by the people of God, the gospel
of Jesus Christ has been held up to
ridicule and has been rejected by large
numbers of people who want to see
some measure of justice in this land.
I would like to take issue with two of
the explanations (excuses?) that have
been given to me when I asked, "Why?"
First, people have told me that compromise is necessary for Christians in
their role as peacemakers. Obviously
Christians have to compromise in the
sense of being flexible and understanding. But they are not to sell out. I do
not believe that Christians should
choose the lesser of two evils; they
should reject both and look for a third
alternative. We are told to lose our lives,
to deny ourselves, to expect persecution
from the members of our own families.
Everywhere the early Christians went
they stirred up trouble because of their
preaching and teaching and their identification with outcasts and the downtrodden. Theirs was not the spirit of
compromise with evil.
Secondly, I have been repeatedly
told that it just would not be practical
to speak out. What most of these people
have done, it seems to me, is to relegate
Christianity to a spiritual realm. Even
when the New Testament emphasis on
love and good works is pointed out,
these individuals think of love as a
generalized feeling of good will toward
people they never see, and they think of

good works as their check for 10% of
their often rather impressive earnings,
divided usually between several organizations which are "doing the Lord's
work."
I believe, however, that the Christian
witness is active. It means that we are to
welcome strangers, feel that we are in
jail with those who are in prison, suffer
with those who suffer (Heb. 13:1-4). I
John 3:18 reads, "My children! Our
love should not be just words and talk,
it must be true love, which shows itself
in action" (Good News for Modern
Man).
This is not an intellectual exercise for
me. I know, from the perspective of an
American black woman, that there is
mental and physical anguish all over this
land which could be eased if the people
of God bore an active witness to His
love, compassion, and mercy.
I live, always, with the knowledge
that my children are in jeopardy. They
do not live in a southern state, and it is
no longer 1955. But in the North,
fifteen years later, their very lives are
still endangered. On the south and west
sides of Chicago, black boys are shot
with a regularity that can be charted.
Sometimes the person who holds the
gun is a gang member. Sometimes the
person who holds the gun is a police
officer, usually white. (An automatic
response to the words, "Halt, this is a
police officer," is to run, since experience has taught that policemen sometimes maim or frame or both.) In
Wheaton, where I live and where one of
every two persons names the name of
Christ, there is no sense of outrage, no
outcry.
My sons are in jeopardy. White Christians tell me that I should have faith,
that God will protect them. My reply is
another question. "Since God lives in
you, will you protect them? Will you
speak out?" I hope we have not forgotten the words of Proverbs 24:11-12: "If
thou forbear to deliver them that are
drawn unto death, and those that are
ready to be slain; If thou sayest, Behold,
we knew it not; doth not he that
pondereth the heart consider it? and he
that keepeth thy soul, doth not he
know it? and shall not he render to
every man according to his works?"
—Reprint from The Other Side
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Religious News
NCC Group Sees Grass Roots
Ecumenism Flourishing
While national and international
ecumenical groups are foundering, denominations on the local level are enjoying an increase in cooperation and
unity, according to a task force of the
National Council of Churches.
"Membership increasingly includes
Roman Catholic as well as other
groups," a report from the task force
reads. "Roman Catholics are now members of 12 state bodies and more than
50 metropolitan
and city structures . . ."
Earlier in the NCC general board's
two-day meeting in Atlantic City, reports indicated that the council is
plagued by dwindling income and the
necessity of staff and program cutbacks.
President McKenna Ousts Student
As Editor at Seattle Pacific
A dispute over the role of the
student newspaper at Seattle Pacific
College has led to the dismissal of the
editor by college president Dr. David
L. McKenna.
The editor of the Falcon who was
expected to be editor of the student
literary magazine next year, was told by
Dr. McKenna that he will not be
allowed to write for any student publication at the college in the future.
The suspension from writing followed McKenna's judgment that the
student writer showed "a lack of
responsibility" and failed to write in
"good taste."
Seattle Pacific is a Free Methodistsponsored school.
Voodoo a Growing Business in U.S.
There's a cure for just about everything at "The Esoteria" shop in Sacramento.
For example, to lure home a straying
husband the wife mixes 10 drops of
verbena oil with 10 drops of rosemary
oil and adds it to her Saturday's wash.
For a financial problem, bore a hole
in a nutmeg seed, fill it with mercury,
seal with wax and carry it to Reno.
Proprietor Mrs. Jim Heavner, who
stocks white magic wares in her store, is
the trim wife of an aerospace engineer,
"just a housewife who got jazzed about
the occult," she told Helen Vollmar of
the Sacramento Union.
Mrs. Heavner said business is thriving
in her little voodoo store. "All ages are
getting into it," she exclaimed. "We're
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in the midst of a spiritual revolution.
People call from as far away as Lake
Tahoe and Grass Valley when they hear
about the shop."
Veterans Shun Dope Cure
Doctors Told
An alarming number of heroinaddicted Vietnam veterans refuse to be
treated, a Philadelphia psychiatrist told
a group of doctors meeting in Philadelphia.
Dr. Kenneth D. Cohen, psychiatric
consultant to the Veterans Administration Hospital there, told the gathered
physicians that the problem of drug
addiction among veterans has become so
serious that the hospital is developing a
special program to motivate the
veterans.
"I'm appalled at the number of
veterans I've seen coming back from
Vietnam addicted to almost anything,"
Dr. Cohen told a Drug Abuse Training
Institute for doctors.
"They often have no motivation to
seek or accept treatment," Dr. Cohen
added. "The vets feel they are justified
in continuing their addiction. They feel
it is a result of the war and what it has
done to them.
"Each and every one of them has felt
treatment to be unsuccessful, almost a
joke . . . The prospect of having 20,000
to 60,000 hard drug users released from
service into the society is one that the
government or the Department of Defense hasn't begun to tackle," he said.
Graham Wishes Chicago Well as
11-Day Crusade Ends
A total of 325,000 people attended
Billy Graham's Chicago revival crusade
which ended June 13 when the evangelist expressed good will to Mayor
Daley, the Fire Department, policemen
and thousands of other Chicagoans.
During the series Dr. Graham gave
the Chicago crowd an eye-witness
account of the June 12th wedding of
Tricia Nixon . . . scored the madness of
our society . . . and rapped violence,
smut and delinquency during the gospel
campaign in Don Maxwell Hall of
McCormick Place.
The Rev. Walter Smyth, vice president of the Billy Graham Evangelistic
Association and its director of crusades,
said the number of persons who have
made decisions—more than 6,000—is
one of the bright aspects of the current
campaign. The number of people
attending, he said, was down from the
expected goal.

World Relief Commission
Working in Red Chile
A recent delivery to Hospital El Peral
in Santiago of five bales of clothing for
patients at the psychiatric facility marks
the continuing effort of World Relief
Commission to serve the people of
Chile.
Director of WRC operations for Chile
is James Linhart of the Northwest Yearly Meeting of Friends.
The Commission stateside changed
its address July 1 from Long Island City
to Valley Forge.
Illinois House OKs Beer At Age 18
The Illinois House of Representatives
has rolled out the barrel for 18-yearolds. The bill has yet to clear the Senate
and must be signed by the governor.
Don Hoke Cites Need for More
Missionaries to Japan
Taking to task Christian leaders who
think the opportunity for missionaries is
over in Japan, Dr. Donald E . Hoke told
the annual Japan Evangelical Missionary
Association conference in Tokyo, "The
need for foreign missionaries in Japan
today is as imperative as it was a decade
ago."
Hoke, who is president of the association, declared, "I categorically deny
the statement made at the World Baptist
Alliance Conference that missionaries
are no longer needed in Japan."
"Evangelical Opportunists" and China
"I have never doubted that God
could save China from Communism,"
declared Dr. Stan Mooneyham, president of World Vision International. "I
just hope that when He does, He can
also save her from well-meaning, but
blundering American evangelical opportunists."
Mooneyham's words were in response to individuals and groups that
"rush their crash programs into the
marketplace to take advantage of the
awakened Christian interest in China."
While thanking God for "the ever-sonarrow crack in the Bamboo Curtain"
provided by the present "ping pong
diplomacy" of China's Premier Chou
En-lai, the international evangelical leader urges caution in human attempts "to
kick down the Bamboo Curtain rather
than patiently prepare for God's open
door."
"Almost nothing has changed in
China," Mooneyham observes. "The
only thing the recent maneuver says is
that China wants some limited contact
with the rest of the world on her own
terms. The ultimate objective is, of
course, membership in the United Nations for which she needs, if not U.S.
support, at least U.S. neutrality. To read
more than that in the ping pong ploy is
merely wishful thinking."
The head of World Vision, an international Christian humanitarian and
evangelism agency, declares, "When
China is evangelized it will almost certainly not be by non-Asians."

Notwithstanding in this rejoice not,
that the spirits are subject unto you;
but rather

Rejoice, Because Your Names Are Written in H
Grace Holland, Choma Bible School (Zambia)
We were taking a sort of missions
survey in the WMPC of our home
congregation during our last furlough
and one of the questions was: "What
could help you pray more and give more
for missions?" A frank answer on one of
the questionnaires was simply, "More
reports of definite victories."
The answer flashed on my mind the
other day as I was wondering whether I
should or should not write about a
certain experience.
The experience wasn't something I
felt like broadcasting. I wasn't sure I
understood it well myself; on the other
hand, wasn't this the kind of thing
people needed to hear about?
It began very suddenly one morning
as I was preparing for class at the Bible
School. There was a knock at the door
and a breathless nurse's aide announced,
"Miss McEwen says, come to the hospital quickly!"
I hopped onto my bicycle—and went.
They told me the nurse was in the
maternity ward and so I stepped inside.
There I found her—with an evangelist
who had come for treatment, the district overseer who had just finished
conducting morning prayers, and a

mother with a newborn baby. The
mother was lying in bed crying. I looked
from one to the other. Finally the
overseer, Davidson Mushala, said, "This
woman is possessed with an evil spirit.
She used to be a sorceress but she
became a Christian. Now the spirits have
come back to trouble her. She wants
you to pray for this water, so she may
drink it and be delivered."
My heart started doing double-time
and I felt weak in the knees. I had heard
of things like this. In fact, I had just
read the little book, Demon Experiences
In Many Lands and felt convinced by
the Scriptures that part of our commission as missionaries is to deal with such
circumstances straight on. But how to
proceed? I knew, even as I realized my
own powerlessness, that that was exactly what the Lord wanted me to feel.
Still I was expected to say or do
something.
I took a big step forward. "Well, I
don't know anything about praying for
water for people to drink," I said, "but
I think we should gather around her and
pray."
The mother sat on the edge of the
bed and we laid our hands on her. (I
have had it pointed out to me since that

Laughing children in a nearby Uraon village

Jesus never touched a person with an
evil spirit but only spoke to the spirit. If
this is an important issue, then the Lord
overlooked our ignorance that day.)
We took turns praying and then we
were all praying together. We found
ourselves commanding in the name of
Jesus that the spirit should go. The
woman began to shriek in Tonga, "We
are going! We are going!"
"Yes. Yes," we said, "Go now."
By this time all the other mothers in
the room had fled, leaving their newborns in their beds. The screaming
continued: "My children have already
gone and I am going too. An angel of
the Lord is here. We are still looking
into your faces"—and other things
which didn't make sense to me.
We continued to pray and to command, "Come out now, in the name of
Jesus."
By that time the woman was standing, with our support, and praying and
crying as the sweat rolled down our
faces. At last she slumped from our
hands and fell back on the bed. After a
few minutes she said quietly, "Let me
go and sit on the verandah." And a little
later, "I'm all right now." We asked her
if she would like to pray and thank the

become sober as the camei

AMONG
THE
URAONS
ABORIGINALS IN
BIHAR, INDIA
Many have been responding
to the Gospel.
John R. Sider
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Lord and ask that the spirits not return.
This she did.
That afternoon the nurse's aide came
for me again. This time the mother was
not crying. "The spirits have not come
back," she said, "but I'm feeling fluttery as if they want to." I read some
verses to her and prayed for her. Then
she prayed. I was surprised at the
mellowness and warmth of her voice—so
different from the voice of the morning.
I visited her several more times before she left the hospital.
Three months later she brought the
baby back for a routine check-up. The
nurse brought her to the house to see
me.
"Are you still all right?" I asked.
"Yes," she smiled. "I have not had
any more trouble. I call the people
together for services in my home twice a
week. My husband is not a Christian
yet, but he has stopped drinking and
smoking and I am praying for him.
Thank you for praying for me."
. . . That was when I thought of the
unknown person who needed "more
reports of definite victories"; and I
knew we couldn't keep this story to
ourselves.

era approaches.

("Yesterday I was talking to the
police inspector, in whose area the
enclosed incident happened. As nearly
as I can piece the story together from
different sources, the details are accurate. "-Harvey Sider)
It was morning when a mob surrounded Ram's house. For some days a
storm had been brewing in the village of
Gidrahi, about 30 miles from Banmankhi. Now came the explosion.
Two years ago the "troubles" of the
Indian village began. At that time two
families, having searched many years for
satisfaction and meaning in life, finally
found their needs fulfilled when they
put their faith in the living Christ. At
first there was no persecution since the
other villagers thought it would all come
to naught. But a year later another
family became Christian. Then arguments began to arise among them about
this new religion spreading through the
village. Hence, when the fourth man,
Ram, and his family began attending
church (walking about 8 miles each
Sunday to Khanua) and daily sitting
with the new Christians to study God's
word, it was more than the villagers
could endure.
Ram was seized; his hands were tied
behind his back, and his feet bound
with ropes. In order to tighten the
cords, water was poured over the ropes
on his wrists until the rope shrank,

cutting off circulation. Then he was
kicked, tramped on, and left half dead
in the heat to increase his suffering—the
intention being to return in the shadow
of night to finish him off.
After nearly six hours had elapsed,
the other Christians were able to call in
the area chief, who in turn called for
help from the local police station. At
once the police took him to town. By
this time he was incoherent, and since
he could not be questioned and immediate medical care was needed to save
his life, Ram was taken to the nearby
government dispensary. There the doctor refused at first to give treatment,
because there was no one to pay for it.
By that time, the police inspector had
arrived at the dispensary, and offered to
pay the bill himself (a most unusual
thing here). The doctor then gave the
necessary injections and treatment, and
thus saved the life of Ram.
Is Ram afraid now to be baptized?
Quite the contrary; he is all the more
determined to become a true follower
of Jesus Christ. The other Christians are
now being persecuted, but rather than
becoming weaker in the faith, they have
grown more intense. Yesterday I had a
communion service at the Khanua center, and it was rewarding to see the glow
on the faces of these persecuted Christians, and to witness their zeal in continuing their walk with Jesus Christ.

Four generations. Low life expectancy makes this photo unusual. Also, the
Gospel has so recently come to the Uraons that ordinarily even second
generation Christians are few.
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After GroundbreakingBricks from Macha Soil
Mary Olive Lady

Eber Lehman, Head Builder, turns the first shovelful of soil. Macha
Girls Chorus in the background.

Having operated in temporary and cramped quarters
since 1967, Macha Junior Secondary School for Girls began
a new phase of its development, with a groundbreaking
ceremony, March 25. Plans call for erection of classrooms
and housing to accommodate 240 boarding students, an
administrative block, and staff houses.
Chairman of the service was Rev. Marshall Poe, Mission
Superintendent. Words of greeting were given by Rev. J.
Wilmer Heisey, Executive Secretary of Brethren in Christ
Missions. Bishop Kipe gave a description of the planned
layout and a brief history of choosing the site—which is on
a rise approximately a mile from the present buildings.
Chief Macha's Court was represented by Japhet Mudenda, son of the Chief, who spoke with appreciation of Macha
Mission's educational and spiritual influence in the community. Miss Edith Miller directed the school chorus in a
song written especially for the occasion.
The first shovel of ground was turned by Eber Lehman,
"retired" businessman from Carlisle, Pa., now giving a VS
term as head builder. Others who wielded the pick and
shovel were Bishop Kipe—also Acting Education Secretary
for B in C Schools in Zambia; J. Wilmer Heisey; Japhet
Mudenda; Rev. Sampson M. Mudenda, Macha District
Superintendent; Edith Miller, Headmistress, Tabitha Kayimba, Head Prefect and student representative, Headmaster
Designate upon Miss Miller's departure for furlough;
Marshall Poe; and VSer Garth Winger. The appreciative
audience included over 200 students of Macha Girls
Secondary and Primary Schools.
For the basic construction, bricks made from Macha soil
are being used, covered with face-brick and stucco. The
government is supplying a major portion of the funds. This
is the first Secondary School in Zambia to be entirely under
Brethren in Christ sponsorship.

A n old woman crouched before the fire where she is cooking rice for
the rest of the family. She has been a Christian f o r nearly t w o years.

A n old Uraon "priest"—photogenic, I thought, seeing
his brown leathery face, scraggly beard, long hair, and
wearing his symbolic beads.
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A Time of Tears . . .
A Time of Joy
An account of the Senior Chapel Service
On Tuesday, May 11, 1971, Messiah
College witnessed the moving of the
Holy Spirit. It was a day claimed by
many as the highlight of their lives.
Even the President of the College, Dr.
Hostetter, said it was one of the most
meaningful times since his affiliation
with the College. Another professor
testified that he had never before seen
such a moving of the Spirit of God on
campus in his many years of service at
Messiah College.
Everything took place during the last
chapel session of the year in which the
Senior Class was in charge. The chapel
was to last 20 minutes but continued
for two hours. During this time, students were praising God for what He
meant to them; others were confessing
wrongs and asking for forgiveness. Some
students expressed what Messiah College
had done for them in the form of
Christian guidance and instruction. It
was a time of shedding tears, a time of
joy. Students who were social enemies
were now hugging each other and asking
for forgiveness. Many expressed their
desire to serve Jesus Christ during the
summer and for the remainder of their
lives. Students expressed themselves in
complete honesty and did not fear the
crowd. A girl who cannot hear, but
understood what was happening, rose
from the crowd and expressed how
thankful she was to know Jesus Christ.
Others sang and prayed and left the
Spirit of God lead them in whatever
they said or did.
The entire happening was truly a
working of the Holy Spirit. From the
very early stages of deciding what to do
for that chapel, it was completely God's
moving on campus. "We just trusted
God to do His thing," said Herb
Kegarise. The committee that decided
upon the program could not come up
with anything and then someone suggested we pray for God's will and
July 10, 1971

guidance. That was the beginning. "We
first got our lives right with God and
then prayed for God's Spirit to move
and direct us," said Mary Cummings.
The committee met several times'during
the week to pray and prayed by themselves for God's will to be done in the
program.
"The Lord really directed everything," said Dale H. Engle. "When we
decided to have the chapel outside, we
were afraid because of all the rain. So
we trusted God for nice weather; and,
after a weekend of rain we had two
beautiful, sunny days on Monday and
Tuesday."
Bonnie Kline, who also was on the
committee, said that, "This time of
trusting God to work really revealed the
power of the Spirit available when we
use our faith and pray."
On Tuesday morning at 6:00 a.m.
the planning committee met again in the
"chapel steeple" to pray. I remember
the prayer of Dave Witmer. He said
something like this: "Father, thank you
for being real in our lives. Thank you
for your presence with us. Father, I
really don't have a desire to ask you for
anything for the chapel today. Instead, I
want to thank you for answering our
prayers before we even witness them
being answered."
From this point on, each person
there felt a new peace within himself. It
was a peace that assured us that God has
taken care of everything. Praise His
name, He really did take charge.
Now the chapel session of May 11,
1971 is history. But God was there and
working. God did hear the voices of all
who participated in the chapel. Because
of this, I believe we can expect big
things from God in the year 1971-72 at
Messiah. God will be faithful to His
followers; that's His promise.
written by a-student-participant

3. We will have to let God call us to
live in the city. People are fleeing the
city in droves. As fast as they can get
the money together to do it, they are
moving out. This is understandable.
Schools are crowded and chaotic, taxes
are high, the air is polluted, and the
streets are unsafe. Also, there is the
racial thing. The colored are getting
pushy. Not that I have anything against
the colored. Why, some of my best
friends.. .
For the church to respond to God's
challenge in the city it will have to move
beyond the "understandable." In His
description of the experiences awaiting
the disciple-missionary in Matthew 10,
Jesus uses many striking phrases, but
the term "understandable" is not among
them. To accept the way of the cross as
a style of life is to deliberately step out
of the category of "understandable"
and into the path of discipleship.
To deliberately choose to live in the
city is not for all. But it ought to be
seriously considered by more. Some will
make an important contribution to the
church in the city by choosing to
worship there while living outside of the
city. But it is time to ask whether such a
strategy is adequate. Can it communicate the gospel to the people who live in
the city because of necessity?
Several thousand years ago Ezekiel
had a message for his fellow countrymen living by necessity at Telabib, by
the river Chebar. The Spirit lifted him
up and took him in bitterness in the
heat of his spirit to his exiled people.
Ezekiel says, "And I sat there overwhelmed among them seven days."
Then he spoke.
He might have come into town the
night before he spoke, or even the same
morning. But instead he took seven days
to be overwhelmed with the feeling and
the situation of the people. And then he
spoke.
The Bellevue Park church in Harrisburg is seeking to become indigenous in
its community. Christian people,
families, are needed to set a pattern in
the community for others to follow.
There are homes for sale near the
church building. It is a buyers marketno doubt because black families are
moving in as white homeowners sell.
You might like to reverse the trend, or
at least be a part of what is happening.
There is need for a Sunday School
superintendent, and for home Bible
study locations and leaders. School
teaching positions are not hard to find
in Harrisburg. Would you consider moving to Harrisburg, or to another city?
There are many possibilities.
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Finding

<^ Denominator
Glenn A. Ginder
Remember the days of arithmetic
and the lesson on fractions? There was
an exercise in which the student was
asked to find the lowest common
denominator.
As readers of this page most of us
have at least one obvious concern in
common: families. True, the variations
of that mutual component are almost
endless-parents with teens, young couples expecting a first child, adult sons
and daughters with responsibility for
aging parents, adolescents with preoccupied parents-just to suggest a few
possibilities. So, in trying to find a
common denominator for each reader
to share there ought to be something
more definitive. There is.
And it is a fact that each home, no
matter how diverse the setting, is composed of human relationships. Remember how it all started? On that first date
two people were becoming aware of
each other. They liked what they discovered and began the process of sharing their backgrounds, interests and
hopes. Soon the relationship deepened
to the level of forming plans together.
There were marriage vows and then a
lifetime of relationships centered in the
family.
Relationships are a universal fact in
family life. And yet there is an even
more definitive common denominator.
What is it that prompts us to read books
and articles on family living? It is the
simple fact that relationships—the stuff
of which homes are made—don't just
happen to be rich with happiness and
reward and fulfillment. There is skill
and effort involved. So the business of
making family relationships come alive
is where all of us, parents, children and
youth, experience our anxieties and too
often meet frustration.
To illustrate: A father says of his
young son, "We just can't seem to
The writer is pastor of the
Blizabethtown
congregation and secretary of the Commission on Home.
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penetrate his selfish, mean and rebellious spirit. His mother and I have spent
hours praying and crying." A bitter
teen-age girl reports that her parents
"are like all adults—they don't honestly
try to understand my feelings. They
never really listen." A small lad says
"The worst thing about our home is the
newspaper. When daddy comes home
from work he picks up the paper and
tells me to go away." A distressed wife
confesses that she loves another man. A
mother weeps as she tells of her teen-age
son who has rejected his parents. "He
hates the ground we walk on—and we
tried so hard to be good parents."
Fortunately not every home is
stabbed by the pain of such strained or
broken and shattered relationships. But
even so, the question for all of us is an
urgent one: How can we be sure to
establish and maintain mutually meaningful family interaction?
To such a question there are no easy
and positive answers. There are, however, some practical suggestions.
For one thing, the church can help.
People involved in local congregational
leadership do well to consider how they
can contribute to the building, strengthening and maintaining of productive
family relationships. Here are some possibilities.
t Faithful teaching that will present
the challenge of saving faith and a life
yielded to the Holy Spirit.
t Relevant worship, fellowship and
Christian nurture experiences through
which family members can build better
relationships.
t Seminars and discussion groups for
working through family problems.
t Avoid a church schedule so demanding that it militates against families
spending time together in relaxed and
creative ways.
f Books and literature to be made
available to families through the library
or other means.
The church can help significantly.
However, the greatest key to rewarding

family relationships lies within the family itself. There is so much we can do.
Older children must realize that they
have as much to gain from wholesome
families as anyone. The chances that
they will -be able to relate well to other
people and especially their own future
children are strongly influenced by the
home to which they contribute now.
Let them contribute affection and
inspiration and creative ideas—for these
are the innate qualities of youth.
Parents, of course, have the greatest
resources for contributing to the
strength of the family—and the heaviest
responsibility to do so.
Start with honesty. Strong family
relationships can not exist in the presence of sham or pretense. Many a youth
has refused to trust his parents when he
saw that outward piety was not an
expression of inner devotion. Or when
he saw that generosity was not an
attitude but an "act." Honesty that
admits faults and failures to children, or
that isn't afraid to acknowledge a need,
provides a valuable base for family
strength.
Emphasize love. Not the kind that is
used to purchase obedience. But open
affection shared by all members of the
family; the kind of love that shines
through even in discipline and reaches
beyond the family circle to needy people anywhere.
Show respect. Make an honest
attempt to see each member of the
family as the individual he is. Recognize
that each has a distinct contribution to
make through personality, ability and
varied interests. Encourage this distinctive individuality. Let it influence your
life.
Time is of the essence. It is absurd to
expect that relationships can be created
and maintained without investing heavily in time together, sharing joys and
interests and burdens.
Prayerfulness about the family relationship and times of praying together
for each other, are priceless in terms of
family strength.
Yes, there are ways to bolster family
relationships-practical matters that result in diminishing frustrations and disappointments and strengthen the family—for the good of all.
In family relationships the ultimate
common denominator is experienced
when each member of the family is in
right relationship with Jesus Christ.
Some would discount that claim as an
over-simplification. We dare not. Personal contentment (peace), thoughtfulness, honesty, love and respect—these
are always the result of a living relationship with Christ (Gal 5:22, 23). And
these are also the building blocks for a
fulfilling relationship in any home.
Evangelical Visitor
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MDS'ers and Students
in Washington Cleanup

"Rock" vs
the Classics

A different type of peace demonstration was held in the
nation's capital. Mennonite Disaster Service volunteers from
Virginia and Pennsylvania worked May 18 and 21 and more
than 100 students from Eastern Mennonite College,
Harrisonburg, Va., worked May 14 to help clean up the
mess left by the thousands of war protesters who had been
in Washington in early May. Favorable comments on the
work was carried by the June 7 issue of U.S. News and
World Report; June CBS News and the Washington Post.
The volunteers went to Washington, they said, "to show
their concern for peace and their rejection of any kind of
destruction." They cleared the litter from the West Potomac Park, replaced the wood which was ripped from
benches and kiosks near the Washington Monument and
repaired the damaged roof of the Sylvan Theater's ticket
office.
When their work was finished, the MDSers and the
students returned to their jobs and final examinations.
Before they left, the EMC students gave the National Park
authorities a statement of their aims. It read as follows:
"We are here to help clean up and repair the damage in
Washington, in order to honor our commitment to reconciliation. We want to show our concern for peace, and our
rejection of any kind of destruction. We are here to speak
peace, in Christian conscience—in Vietnam and America,
between dissenting students and angered adults; between
hawks and doves—in obedience to our commitment to God.
"It is already well known that one of the tenets of our
Mennonite heritage and our faith is that historically we
have opposed all wars—not only the one we are engaged in
in Vietnam, but all other wars—waged not only by our own
country, but by other nations as well.
"We cannot do much this weekend about the wounds in
Vietnam, but we can show our concern for our world by
helping in this restoration. Our work is not a condemnation
of the cries for peace expressed in this city in the past
weeks, but is an effort to go beyond this to heal some of
the wounds created and show that Christ's peace speaks to
all of life.
"Because God loves us, we want to reach out to our
fellow humans in this same love. Bringing people together—
in peace, and in Christ—that is what counts. And that is
why we are here."

Several years ago Rev. Paul Hostetler at the request of
the Commission on Youth wrote a series of articles under
the caption "Your Church Has It." Later these were
published in a book form by Baker Book House under the
title You 're in the Teen-age Generation.
Following is a letter by a teen-age reader to author
Hostetler and his reply:
Jan. 9, 1971
Odin, Minn.
Dear Pastor Hostetler,
I am a fourteen year old boy who got your book, You 're
in the Teen-age Generation, from my Sunday school
teacher.
I really liked the book and it had a lot of good points
that I think every teenager should know, but one line has
got me worried. This line said, "Go listen to and learn the
classics. You'll be forever glad you did." page 54.
I would like to know what my regrets would be in later
life because I liked rock music. Your answer would be
much appreciated. Thank you.
Sincerely yours,
Steve Olson
Dear Steve:
Thank you for reading my book and for the words of
appreciation you expressed. It is always heartening to learn
that fine young Christians like you are eager to do the right
things in life.
And now, to answer your question. You wondered what
your regrets would be in later life if you listened to rock
music which you like instead of classical music (which I
guess you don't like). Just what makes a piece of music
become a classic? The answer is really very simple. It is
music which becomes popular and, because it has such
universal appeal and quality, it stays popular over the
centuries. It is possible that some of the rock music of
today will live through the centuries, but experience tells us
that the odds are against it.
My teenage girls like rock. I asked them how they would
answer your question. Perhaps I should add that they also
like many of the classics. At Christmas time our album,
Handel's "Messiah," is played over and over again, and they
never get tired of it. Here is what they said in answer to
your question. "We enjoy rock now, but it will not last.
The classics we can enjoy as teenagers, and we will enjoy
them when we are old."
One more thing about rock music. At times the lyrics
(words) are suggestive or have double meaning relating to
sex. I hope you are able to be selective, throwing out the
bad ones.
In conclusion, whatever you listen to, be sure to get
acquainted with the classics too. "You'll be forever glad
you did!"
Yours sincerely,
Paul Hostetler
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Paradise of Free Love
Seen as Flat, Tasteless

Sexual liberation, especially among the young, is not the
pinnacle of human fulfillment many thought it would be.
Dr. Paul Popenoe, president of the 40-year-old American
Institute of Family Relations, said that growing permissiveness on campuses is playing hob with the academic
disciplines and with creativity.
He quoted a Belgian biologist who thought he'd found in
Tahiti a paradise of free love with no sense of sin. But the
biologist quickly discovered an almost complete superficiality of the emotional relationship between people, a
culture which does not produce the strength and variety of
personality as does the Western culture.
"It is impossible to imagine Western literature growing
out of a society as well-adjusted and superficial as Tahiti,
where people live entirely for the moment," he said.
Dr. Popenoe, quoted by columnist Richard Buffum in
the Los Angeles Times, observed that throughout history, a
successful civilization, one with sophisticated art and
culture, has depended on holding the sex drive in abeyance
until intelligence could take over.
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Church News
MESSIAH COLLEGE
D. Ray Hostetter, president of Messiah College, has named Miss Miriam
Bowers head librarian of the College,
effective July 1.
The appointee is a graduate of LaVerne College, LaVerne, Calif., and
Immaculate Heart College, Los Angeles.
She has done graduate work at Claremont Graduate School.
Miss Bowers came to the Messiah
College library staff in 1970. In previous
years she served at Chaffey College and
Upland College, Upland, Calif.
Miss Bowers made a world tour in
1969-70 visiting foreign missions of the
Brethren in Christ Church. In that
period she organized teacher training
and school libraries in Rhodesia and
Zambia, Africa.

ALLEGHENY CONFERENCE
The Cedar Springs Church reports
that Irene Weaver was honored at a
Pioneer Girls' dinner held May 10. She
was enrolled in Pioneer Girls for a
period of 10 consecutive years while in
grades 3 through 12. Approximately
100 persons attended the dinner which
was sponsored by the Pioneer Girls'
Pals.

26th Annual C.P.S. Reunion
The 26th Annual C.P.S. reunion
will be held August 1 at Camp Tel
Hai located approximately ten miles
south of the Morgantown Interchange of the Pennsylvania Turnpike.
Lewis E. Strife will be the speaker. Beginning at 10:00 a.m. Sunday
School for the young people.
Warren Good
843 E. M Street
Ephrata, Pa. 17522
The Pequea Church received five into
church membership, April 18. The
Women's Fellowship held a Mother &
Daughter dinner at Willow Valley Restaurant April 29 with Mrs. Eby Glass as
guest speaker.
The Refton Church reports experiences of God's blessing this spring: 12
children dedicated to the Lord, 14
members joined the fellowship, and 8
were baptized.
Silverdale reports that on June 12
the first Annual Father and Son dinner
was held in the church, with a message
by Rev. Richard Gordon.
The Skyline View Church held a
Family Camping Retreat June 4 and 5
with 39 present. The youth of the
church took a trip to Canada—3 1 teens
with four adults-as the guests of the
Falls View Crusaders of Ontario.

On Sunday evening June 13 many
were present to witness the baptismal
service at Teeter's Park for 12 persons
from the Fairview Avenue Church,
Waynesboro.
The Montgomery Church celebrated
the Love Feast occasion, May 15-16,
with Rev. James Esh and Rev. J. Wilmer
Heisey as special speakers. Brother
Heisey gave a report on his World
Missions tour. On June 6 Brother Leroy
Eberly brought a young couple from
Mexico with whom they have been
working along the Texas border.

CANADIAN CONFERENCE

The Paramount Church held a series
of meetings May 12-16 with Rev. Mel
Johnson of Minneapolis, Minn, as the
minister. The highlight of these meetings was a Saturday night rally called
"Break-Through" which was for "Teens
Only." The sanctuary of the church was
filled with teens.

The 50th Wedding Anniversary for
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Davidson was recognized Sunday, June 6, by an Open
House at the Christian Union Church.

ATLANTIC CONFERENCE
The Elizabethtown Church hosted a
Sunday noon welcome luncheon for
Miss Dorothy Martin on May 23 upon
her return home after completing three
terms of service in Africa.
The Free Grace Church welcomed
Rev. and Mrs. Luke Keefer, Sr., home
from Africa June 22.
The Lancaster Church welcomed
eleven new members into its fellowship
the evening of June 6.
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A Gospel Hymn Sing was held at the
Welland Church the evening of June 4
with an attendance of between 140 and
150. The singers were the Gospel Four
Quartet, New Life Trio from Wainfleet
and local talent and groups. The auditorium was filled to capacity with five
denominations represented. Douglas
Sider i$ the pastor.

CENTRAL CONFERENCE

Brother Davidson served as deacon of
the congregation for many years. They
have three daughters, Edith, Lois, and
Esther.
The Amherst Church reports that Dr.
Ernest Boyer was the commencement
speaker at Malone College, May 29.
The Springfield congregation reports
an outdoor service held at Reid's Park
the evening of June 13 when three were
baptized.
Dayton Church reports receipts from
a bake sale as $112. The project is a
baptismal pool.

PACIFIC CONFERENCE
William Boyer of the Upland Church
has been appointed as Dean of the
Faculty, Chapman College.

Llewellyn Pastor Ordained

The Rev. Larry R. Steffee was
ordained to the Christian ministry Sunday afternoon, May 2, at the Llewellyn
Church, where he has been pastor since
August, 1967.
The service was in charge of Bishop
Charlie B. Byers of the Atlantic Conference, who delivered the ordination sermon. Assisting in the service were Rev.
Alden M. Long, chairman of the Ministerial Credentials Board, and Dr. Martin H. Schrag, Messiah College, who gave
the charge to the newly ordained. Also
assisting were Rev. Cyrus Landis and
Rev. Nelson W. Martin of the local area,
and Rev. Ralph J. Miller, of York, Pa.
The "Glorious Freedom Quartet," a
local quartet, provided the special
music.
Rev. Steffee was born in York, Pa.,
and converted at the age of seventeen.
He was graduated from Messiah College
in 1967.
He is married to the former Reta A.
Martin, a 1966 graduate of Messiah
College. They have one child, Richard,
age one.

BIRTHS
Benner: Michelle Lynn born June 5
to Mr. and Mrs. Paul Benner, Manheim
congregation, Pa.
Bingaman: Christopher Roy, born
May 20 to Mr. and Mrs. Howard Bingaman, Hollowell congregation, Pa.
Brush: Kelly Ann, born May 30 to
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Brush, Cedar
Springs congregation, Pa.
Evangelical Visitor

Burkholder: Joseph Myron II, born
May 20 to Mr. and Mrs. J. Myron
Burkholder, Hollowell congregation, Pa.
Hess: Donald Lorin, born Jan. 4 to
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Hess, Pequea congregation, Pa.
Hock: Wanette, born June 10 to Mr.
and Mrs. Wayne Hock, Mechanicsburg
congregation, Pa.
Oberholzer: Donald Joseph III, born
May 25 to Mr. and Mrs. Donald Oberholzer, Jr., Paramount congregation,
Md.
Storm: Phillip John, born April 30 to
Mr. and Mrs. Wilfred Storm, Stevensville
Ontario, Bertie congregation.
Taylor: Pamela Sue, born May 25 to
Mr. and Mrs. Lowell Taylor, Hollowell
congregation, Pa.

WEDDINGS
Deliste-Winger: Bonnie, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Winger, Ridgeway,
and David, son of Mrs. Eleanor Deliste,
Fort Erie, Ontario, May 1, in the Bertie
Church with Pastor Wilbur W. Benner
officiating.
Herr-Long: Rita, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. J. Nathan Long and Charles Herr,
Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Herr,
Mill Hall, Pa., June 5, in the Salona
Church of Christ with Pastor Clarence
Brubaker officiating, assisted by the
Rev. Richard Long, uncle of the bride.
Hess-Greenawalt: Faye, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Greenawalt, Conestoga, Pa., and Raymond, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Christian Hess, Pequea, Pa., May 1,
in the Pequea Church with Rev. Cyrus
Lutz officiating.
Piper-Mason: Truman Piper of Greencastle, Pa., and Mary Mason of Chambersburg, Pa. were united in marriage
May 23.
Rinehart-Berger: Richard M. Rinehart, Jr., and Linda Berger were united
in marriage June 15 in the Hollowell
Church with Rev. Paul McBeth officiating.
Shew-Shoup: Marvin Leroy Shew
and Joyce Elaine Shoup were united in
marriage May 23 at the Solomons
United Church of Christ, Grindstone
Hill with Rev. Paul McBeth officiating.
Socks-Beaver: Terry Socks and Jean
Beaver were united in marriage May 16
at the Pen Mar United Brethren Church.
Straub-Herr: Debra K., daughter of
Mr. Leon Herr, Dillsburg, Pa., and Mrs.
Jane Herr, Mechanicsburg, Pa., became
the bride of Terry Straub, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Stanley L. Straub, Marysville,
Pa., June 5, in the Mechanicsburg
Church with Rev. Simon Lehman, Jr.,
officiating.
July 10, 1971

Ucci-Engle: Elaine F., daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Engle, Palmyra, Pa.,
and Dr. Richard John Ucci, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Salvatore Ucci, White Plains,
New York, April 24, at Palmyra, Pa.,
Church of the Holy Spirit. (Correction
of May 25 insertion)
Williams-Mell: Karen J., daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Sherwood Mell, Mechanicsburg, Pa., and Ronald P. Williams, son
of Mrs. Irvin Cassell, Camp Hill, Pa.,
May 29 in the Grantham Church with
Bishop Henry A. Ginder officiating.
Wingert-Winters: Patricia, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Harold Winters, Hancock, Md., and Lynn, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Nelson Wingert, Mechanicsburg,
Pa., May 15, in the Grantham Church
with Rev. Paul Hostetler officiating.

OBITUARIES
Books: Mrs. Katie B. Books passed
away March 19, 1971, at the age of 84
years. She was the daughter of the late
Adam O. and Rosa B. Brandt. She was
married to Theron M. Books Jan. 19,
1908 who survives her. In January of
this year they celebrated their 63rd
wedding anniversary. Also surviving are
two daughters: Mrs. Harold Hostetter
and Mrs. James Templin, Sr., and one
son, Theodore. Three children preceded
her in death and one grandson, Jay, in
action in Viet Nam. Funeral service was
conducted from the Fairland Church
with Pastor David Climenhaga officiating and burial in the Fairland Cemetery.
Davis: Mrs. Nellie Winger Davis was
born July 31, 1893, and passed away
June 8, 1971. She was a member of the
Bertie congregation for more than 60
years. She is survived by her husband,
Alfred; two daughters, Mrs. Dorothy
Reamon and Mrs. Gordon Nigh; and one
son, Howard. Eight grandchildren and
sixteen great-grandchildren also survive.
Funeral services were in charge of her
pastor, Rev. Wilbur W. Benner, assisted
by Rev. William Charlton. Interment
was in the Bertie Cemetery.
Donelson: Mrs. Laura Mae Donelson
was born Sept. 10, 1897, and passed
away June 1, 1971. She was united in
marriage Dec. 18, 1915, to Andrew
Cloyd Donelson, who preceded her in
death in 1951. Surviving are a son
James, four grandchildren, and nine
great-grandchildren. Funeral services
were held from the Masood Funeral
Chapel with Rev. Lee Snyder and Rev.
Bedsaul Agee officiating. Interment was
in the Fockler Cemetery.
Lauver: Mrs. Cora Lauver passed
away May 12, 1971, at the age of 73
years. She was a charter member of the
Tremont Church and a Sunday school
teacher for many years. She survived by

four daughters: Evelyn, Dora and twins:
Vera and Verna. Memorial services were
held from the Stewart Dreisigalker Funeral Home, Tower City, with Rev.
Homer Rissinger officiating. Interment
was in Green View Cemetery.
Murphy: Jennie May Murphy was
born Jan. 19, 1895, in Morcatur, Kansas
and passed away June 5, 1971. She is
survived by three children, Robert,
Blaine and Mrs. Glen Maggert; twelve
grandchildren; and twenty-five greatgrandchildren. Funeral services were
conducted from the Church of the
Brethren by Rev. Ohmer U. Herr. Interment was in the Tipp City Cemetery.
Russell: Harold Thomas Russell, Sr.,
was born August 12, 1911, and passed
away April 22, 1971. He was united in
marriage to Mary Dean June 29, 1946
who preceded him in death in 1960.
Surviving children: Mrs. Charles Dodson, Haroid, Jr., Mrs. Bonnie Faus,
Mrs. Devena Abrashoff, Mrs. Shirley
Leonard, Genevieve, Judy, David and
Charles. Also seven grandchildren. Funeral services were held from the
Masood Funeral Chapel with Rev. Bedsaul Agee officiating. Interment was in
the Grandview Cemetery, Saxton, Pa.
Shadle: Ivah M. Shadle was born May
20, 1913, and passed away April 26,
1971. She is survived by two sisters and
two brothers. Funeral services were held
from the Minnig Funeral Home, Tremont, Pa., with Rev. Homer Rissinger
officiating. Burial was in Schuylkill
Memorial Park, Schuylkill Haven, Pa.
Van Dyke: Guy H. Van Dyke was
born at Morrison, 111., July 25, 1889,
and passed away June, 2, 1971 at the
Messiah Home, Harrisburg, Pa. He was
married to Anna M. McCulloh Sept. 2,
1928. He is survived by his wife; one
son, Wilbur; and eight grandchildren.
One son preceded him in death. Funeral
services were held at the Messiah Home
Chapel with Rev. Henry P. Heisey in
charge assisted by Rev. Joel Carlson and
Rev. Titus Books. Interment was in the
Grantham Memorial Park, Grantham,
Pa., in charge of the S. Gerald Weaver
Funeral Home, Woodbury, Pa.
Wingert: Adria Dixon Wingert was
born Oct. 6, 1879, and passed away in
May 1971. She was twice married: her
first husband was the late E. Max Dixon
and they had eight children. Her second
husband was the late Charles Wingert.
She died at the Messiah Home where she
resided. She was a member of the
Saxton Church. She is survived by the
following children: S. Iola Dixon, Mrs.
Nellie Shoemaker, Mrs. Villet Thomas,
Stephen, Howard, Mrs. Mary Beam;
thirteen grandchildren; and seventeen
great-grandchildren. Funeral services
were held from the Wilson Funeral
Home, Fairfield with Rev. Bedsaul Agee
officiating. Burial was in the Fairfield
Union Cemetery.
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The Contemporary Scene
A realistic evangelism- that-cares will be explored by
Mennonites and Brethren in Christ next year at Probe '72.
But will college students and young people attend this
all-Mennonite consultation on evangelism? Only if they
realize there's a lot more to today's evangelism than meets a
backward look-as Jim Fairfield explains here.

Evangelism Is a
Four Letter Word
Jim Fairfield
Evangelism is not a good word to many of our young
people. And parents can't understand why. To help bridge
this gap in understanding, planners of Probe '72 are keeping
in touch in order to renew their interest in evangelism. It
hasn't been easy.
The reasons for youth disenchantment go back a long
way. For many young people, students in particular, their
memories are a perplexing mixture of good impressions and
bad. Of deep spiritual awakenings. And disturbing emotional storms. Warm experiences of fellowship. Hot-summernight tent meetings long with boredom.
There were the good family pressures, building lasting
reverence for God. And there were uncomfortable pressures
to repent of sins not fully comprehended, to believe in a
salvation not easily grasped. There were adult expectations
of certain spiritual experiences, if you had them, you could
be pretty sure you were saved. If not? Nagging doubts,
which you dared not show. Lonely soul-searchings.
Frightening feelings of guilt and inadequacy.
There were the torments of "faking it." Affirmations of
repentance and faith which brought adult approval, but
which added to guilt and self-suspicion. So the genuine
feelings warred with elements of self-reproach. Then as
public school gave way to high school, a swing began.
Cynicism reared its ugly head. And as teens gave way to
twenties, the young adult began to look back on childhood
experience as superficial and misleading.
Now "repent and be saved" begins to sound like too
simple an approach to life. Yesterday's experience breeds
today's distrust of evangelism. What evangelism means in
the young adult's memory seems irrelevant in a civilization
tottering on the edge of chaos.
The college student's developing world-view adds to his
conflicts. In a shrinking "global village," the rich seem to
keep getting richer, as poverty brews its ghetto brew of
frustration and malnutrition, apathy and addiction. The
student observes the angry responses to despair.
As the world shrieks in anguish, what the student sees as
pietistic non-involvement begins to alienate him from the
church. The Mennonite student feels the influence of

Probe '72 is an all-Mennonite Consultation on Evangelism
being called to explore how those in the Anabaptist tradition can
be more fruitful and effective in evangelism.
Dr. Myron Augsburger serves as chairman. Bishop H. A.
Ginder is a member of the executive committee. Bishop Arthur
Climenhaga is a member of the Steering Committee.
An earlier decision to hold the Consultation at the Conrad
Hilton Hotel in Chicago brought strong reaction from youth who
took exception to this location. They felt that it was a poor
example of stewardship and a too close identification with
affluence and middle class values.
At present the Consultation leadership is attempting to find a
location which would reflect this concern and yet provide
adequate accommodations for the more than 2000 expected.
In light of the above youthful reaction and the leadership's
concern the accompanying article is an interesting analysis of
youth's attitude towards evangelism.

affluent America, often evangelical America, and it turns
him off. The student watches the militant Ian Paisleys in
Ireland, the Carl Mclntires at home, and tars all evangelicals
with a similar brush. The young adult begins to equate
uneasy feelings about "evangelicals" with uneasy memories
of evangelism in childhood. And all evangelism begins to
look shabby.
These attitudes show up at home, on visits which often
turn into inquisitions. Older church members tend to write
off the young rebs, without seeing the glowing coal of faith
that remains. Because in the background of many student
minds there remains the paradox: "I question the methods
of how and why I arrived at faith, but faith I do have. God
is real to me. Jesus Christ is the kind of Lord I want to
follow."
Those who are involved in pulling together Probe '72,
All-Mennonite Consultation on Evangelism, are wide open
for putting new content in evangelism. In fact, that is
precisely what the meeting is about. New awareness of
evangelism, and what it can mean for today's Christiansincluding young people.
"In Probe "72, we don't want to get hung up on
semantics," says Palmer Becker, executive committee
member and youthful director of General Conference
Mennonite Commission on Home Ministries. "We know
that we have something to share—the experience of being
loved by God. And we know that our world is a pretty
lonely, unlovely place to live for a lot of young people."
Roy Just, president of Tabor College, and vice-chairman
of Probe '72, remarks, "I'm working with Mennonite young
people all the time. They have nothing good to say about
high-pressure or hit and run kinds of evangelism.
"But talk about sharing the powerful kind of Jesus-life
with our dying society—and they're right with you."
That, for the under-30 generation, is what Probe '72 is
about. And why planners expect substantial youth involvement.
Interested in attending Probe '72 a year from now?
Student registration will be half price, likely $20 for the
three-day meet. Low-cost accommodations are being
arranged. Registration will be limited, so get yourself
involved now. Send for early registration forms to: Eugene
Witmer, Executive Secretary, Probe '72, Conference Center,
Smoketown, Pa. 17576.
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